Celebrate Brain Injury Awareness Month with CBI!

**CBI Research Day**  
March 28, 9:00a – 4:00p, 115 BRT  
CBI’s flagship event is a full day of neurotrauma scientific presentations and posters, plus opportunities to meet colleagues, discover projects across the university, and connect to resources.

**Ohio TBI Summit**  
March 13, 8:00a – 6:30p, The Fawcett Center *(CBI poster session 5:00pm-6:30pm)*  
CBI co-sponsors the Brain Injury Association of Ohio’s annual TBI Summit, a full day of presentations on TBI issues from professionals and TBI survivors. CBI faculty and trainees will present current projects on mechanisms of brain injury, managing brain injury, and overcoming obstacles to recovery.

**2019 Brain Health Hack**  
March 23 – 24, James Cancer Hospital  
A weekend workshop for undergraduates to build and develop real projects that help address brain health and performance research and clinical needs.

**NeuRHO @ The Wex**  
March 26, 5:00p - 7:00p, Wexner Center for the Arts  
A fun evening for CBI faculty including the “Art on the Brain” program, tours, and networking.

**Brain Injury Awareness 5K Run**  
March 30, 9:00AM, Fred Beekman Park  
Support our undergars in Buckeyes Raising Awareness in Neuroscience (BRAIN) for their third annual 5K run and 1 mile walk for brain injury awareness.

Other Upcoming CBI Events:

**Neurotechnology Seminar Series**, March 5, 3:00p, 350 18th Avenue Library, Jose Otero, MD, PhD

**ARCOE: Alzheimer’s Seminar Series**, March 6, 10:00a, 150 Meiling Hall, Jie Gao, PhD

**NT RIPS**, March 8, 9:00a, 105 BRT, Faith Brennan, PhD

**NT RIPS**, March 22, 9:00a, 170 DHLR, Asimina Kiourti, PhD

**fNIRS Seminar Series**, March 22, 9:00a, 350 18th Avenue Library, Henrik Santosa, PhD (U. of Pittsburgh)

**CLASS: Clinical Arts Seminar Series**, March 25, 2:30p, 331 Sullivant Hall, *The Dementia Experience*